
 
 
 
 
 
Meister Eckhart’s quote really inspires me every day and kind of reminds me about the 
important things in life! 'Just' be in the here and now - no thoughts about the past or the 
future. I so often catch myself mentally being anywhere but in the present. The quote from 
Meister Eckhart reminds me how important it is to be in the here and now, to appreciate the 
people around you and just ‘simply’ do it love.    
 
The course has made me even more aware of how difficult it is for me to simply accept my 
thoughts and let them 'pass by'. The carousel of thoughts often doesn't stop and prevents me 
from putting 100% of my energy and attention into the moment in the present. I often spend 
more time thinking about what has been or what could be, instead of just accepting and 
enjoying the here and now. 
 
And that's why I wanted to start a little journey for the final submission. What helps me to be 
in the here and now? How do I manage to be fully present - to let thoughts come and go and 
not to judge about it? Also, the idea of my final project was to leave the comfort zone and try 
something new. 
Based on all the impressions I had gathered in the course of the Body, Mind and Everything 
in between journey, I thought about how I could be fully present.  
Especially the mindful exercises we did at the beginning of each course and the Khan 
Academy course from week six inspired me totally. Being Present - what better way to do that 
than through meditation or yoga? Those are definitely the two exercises, besides sport 
exercise, that help me the most to be in the here and now. At the same time, I wanted to take 
the final levy to the public.  Before that, I hadn't dealt with public performance so intensively 
and found the approaches very interesting. At first I wanted to do yoga every day, for a week, 
in different public places. Then I decided to go beyond my limits and take an ice bath.  
 
That day, my alarm clock rang at 6am, much earlier than usual. I had an appointment with a 
friend for a little exercise session. Exercise helps me to stop my thoughts for a moment and 
also connects me with my body. Afterwards, I did 10 minutes of yoga to concentrate even 
more on the here and now. It calms me down, makes me look at situations more rationally. 
But for the task, I went into the 3 degree cold water. I have never done anything like this 
before and at the same time I am not a big fan of cold. That's why the whole thing took a lot 
of mental effort.   
 
The first moments in the cold water were very crazy. I had to concentrate hard on breathing 
and my legs were freezing and burning. Pretty soon I caught myself and could concentrate on 
the here and now, breathing and feeling the cold. The literal connection between body and 
mind. Although everything burned, I tried to focus so that it becomes bearable. Shortly 
afterwards I didn't feel cold anymore, only warmth. I was in the here and now, I felt that and 
it was incredible. Immediately afterwards, after I got out of the water, I felt quite woozy and 
the whole day afterwards was a bit confused for me.  
 
The project literally refers to the relationship between Mind, Body and Everything in 
Between. With the mind I am more present than in most situations, trying to push my body to 
its limits. I am surrounded by a public space and in a way the final task is a public 
performance. 

 

„Die wichtigste Stunde ist immer die Gegenwart, der bedeutendste Mensch immer der, der dir gerade 
gegenübersteht, und das notwendigste Werk ist immer die Liebe.“  
Meister Eckhart (1260 – 1328; spätmittelalterlicher Theologe)  
 
"The most important hour is always the present, the most important person is always the one who is 
facing you right now, and the most necessary work is always love."  
Meister Eckhart (1260 - 1328; late medieval theologian)  

 


